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Abstract
Possibility of atomic nucleus structure diagnostics in mutter using
bremsstrahlung radiation (BR) by relativistic electrons in real condition of nucleus
electric eld screening by medium electrons is discussed. An alternative method
of BR spectrum calculation is stated that allows to establish original connection
of frequency - angular BR properties and the relativistic factor of radiating electron for light and heavy elements. It is shown that despite of sharp falling of BR
intensity in comparison with radiation on a "naked" nucleus medium electrons suppress not completely BR that keeps an opportunity of its use for media structural
diagnostics.
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Àííîòàöèÿ
Îáñóæäàåòñÿ âîçìîæíîñòü äèàãíîñòèêè ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ àòîìíûõ ÿäåð â
âåùåñòâå ñ ïîìîùüþ òîðìîçíîãî èçëó÷åíèÿ (ÒÈ) ðåëÿòèâèñòñêèõ ýëåêòðîíîâ
â ýòîì âåùåñòâå ñ ó÷åòîì ýêðàíèðîâàíèÿ ïîëåé ÿäåð ýëåêòðîíàìè ñðåäû.
Èçëàãàåòñÿ àëüòåðíàòèâíûé ìåòîä ðàñ÷åòà ñïåêòðà ÒÈ, ïîçâîëÿþùèõ
óñòàíîâèòü ñâîåîáðàçíóþ ñâÿçü ÷àñòîòíî-óãëîâûõ ñâîéñòâ ÒÈ äëÿ ëåãêèõ
è òÿæåëûõ ýëåìåíòîâ. Ïîêàçûâàåòñÿ, ÷òî íåñìîòðÿ íà ðåçêîå ïàäåíèå
èíòåíñèâíîñòè ÒÈ ïî ñðàâíåíèþ ñ èçëó÷åíèåì íà "ãîëîì" ÿäðå, ýêðàíèðîâêà
íå ïîëíîñòüþ ïîäàâëÿåò ÒÈ, ÷òî äîïóñêàåò åãî èñïîëüçîâàíèå äëÿ ñòðóêòóðíîé
äèàãíîñòèêè âåùåñòâà.

c Ãðèøèí Â.Ê., 2007
c ÍÈÈßÔ ÌÃÓ, 2007, http://www.sinp.msu.ru

1. Introduction
Opportunity of atomic nucleus distribution diagnostics in substance by
bremsstrahlung radiation (BR) of accelerated electrons is always been meant
to some extent at diverse discussions of the fast charge interaction with condensed media (see, for example, materials of special editions [1,2] etc.).
Here, one of base questions is the correct account of nucleus electric eld
screening by medium electrons. Screening can render an essential inuence on
spectral BR character. So, in low-frequency range with length of a radiation
wave comparable with interatomic distance in substance (i.e. in a wave
diapason which is necessary for structural diagnostics), it is possible to expect
en essential BR suppression.
At the same time, nucleus distribution in condensed substances has practically a dot character while electrons (especially that part which is responsible for interatomic interaction) are allocated in all interatomic space. Due to
this circumstance, there is an appreciable nonuniformity in spatial distribution of sum electric eld of charges in substance. In the result, eld screening
is enough weak near to atomic nuclei to suppress BR generation. Therefore
the estimation of a real situation is rather important for practical diagnostic
of substance.
Such estimations are been carried out below for substances of light and
heavy elements. The special attention is given to the analysis of coherent
BR conditions. Concrete considerations are based on the assumption that
the intensity of coherent BR by incident relativistic electrons is the result of
their interaction with the electric eld of all charge particles in medium.

2. Analytical description of BR on single nucleus
First, let's consider BR by relativistic electron in the eld of a single nucleus with a charge +Ze immersed in a screening cloud of Z electrons. The
geometry of particles interaction is presented in Fig. 1. Here the Cartesian
coordinates (X, Y, Z) are used with the Z axis parallel to the incident electron velocity ~ve . Vector ρ
~ with coordinates (x, y, 0) is the impact parameter
of incident electron with respect to the nucleus placed in the beginning of
coordinates. The nucleus are surrounded by medium electrons (the latter
ones are not indicated in Fig.1).
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Figure 1: Scheme of en electron radiative interation with Ze-charged nucleus.
~r(t) is the electron vector-radius, ρ~ is the electron impact parameter.
Fast electron, passing some point ~r(t) with coordinates (x, y, z(t)), irradiates a photon with an energy ~ ω under the angle ψ in parallel the plane
(Y, Z) (the plane of radiation is xed by an angle φ at the given direction of
the vector ρ
~).
Cross component of total electric eld of nucleus and screening media
electrons can be represent as

~ ⊥ = ρ~ Q(~r)
E
r3

(1)

where ρ2 = x2 + y 2 , Q(~r) is the eective charge creating a eld in a point
~r.
Assuming that the average distribution of the electron density in substances is symmetric and near to a nucleus it is close to a atomic one which
can be described as n0 exp(−α r) c in the maximal density n0 , we receive

Zr
n0 exp(−α r0 ) dr0 )

Q(r) = Ze (1 −

(2)

0

Here α is the screening parameter. The latter can be dened, for example,
within the limits of F ermi − F ok , s theory according to which half of full
electronic charge is locked inside spheres with radius R1/2 ' 0.07/Z 1/3 nm
[3]. Hence, α ' 80 nm−1 for light elements and α ' 150 nm−1 for heavy
ones.
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In the result

Q(r) = Ze (1 + α r + α2 r2 /2) exp(−α r)

(3)

Let's notice that relations (1) and (3) describe correctly limiting cases at
α r ∼ 0 and α r  1.
The specied relation allow at once to dene screening inuence on intensity BR. Radiations. Really, following [4, full energy of radiation makes
(it is assumed that a share of photons with the big energy is not great "on
the average" also does not change the velocity ve )
Z ∞
2 e4
~ ⊥2 (t) d t
∆ Jrad =
γ2 E
(4)
2
3
3 m c −∞
Here it is taken into account that fromp
a position fast electron, the nucleus
eld is a variable signal because r(t) = ρ2 + v 2 t2 .
More detailed representation about character of radiation can be received
using F ourie, s representation for amplitude of the eld cross component:

E⊥

1
=
2π

Z∞
Eω exp(−i ω t) dω

(5)

−∞

From here
where K0,1


Ze 
α2 ρ
Eω =
η K1 (ρ η) +
K0 (ρ η)
πv
2
are M acdonald, s functions of the appropriate order and
s
ω2
η = α2 + 2 2
β c

(6)

(7)

with β = v/c.
Relation (6) allows to calculate spectral-angular characteristics of BR by
relativistic electron. Thus it is necessary to take into account all azimuthal
directions of a vector ρ
~ that is equivalent to averaging on φ.
In the result, BR energy relativistic electron in the plane (Y, Z) in an
element of the solid angle d Ω and for a frequency interval d ω is equal

djω =

(1 − β cos ψ)2 − sin ψ 2 /2 γ 2
e4
|E ω 0 |2 d Ω d ω
m2 c3 γ 2
(1 − β cosψ)4
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(8)

where a frequency ω in the argument η in relation (6) is replaced by a variable

ω 0 = ω (1 − β cosψ)

(9)

Note this procedure is traditional for spectral theory of radiation by a relativistic charge [4].
Hence the radiation spectrum is dened by the combined argument η
which is dened by both the screening parameter α and universal variable
ω 0 ,, having the same value at various combinations of frequencies and angles
of radiation and relativistic factors of fast electron.
It is obvious that inuence ω 0 on character of a radiation spectrum has
an eect only at

ω 0 /β c ≥ α

(10)

Under an opposite condition,one general spectral feature BR is shown
which is characteristic for radiation in absence of screening [5, 6] but is peculiar also to an examined case.
Frequency properties of BR spectrum is dened in (9) by quantity |E ω 0 |2
which depends poorly on frequency in the limits specied by relation (10).
Therefore a spectrum of the photon density is equal djω /~ ω , and it appears
inverse proportional to radiation frequency in our case too.

3. Chain of N nuclei
At BR-interaction of fast electrons with set of nucleus, the most interesting situation can be observed in the structured media for example in crystals
where there are conditions for coherent BR generation.
For a chain of N nuclei, built along the axis Z with the period ∆ Z = d
and surrounded by a cloud of screening electrons, energy of radiation

dJω = djω · GN
where

GN =

sin2 (ω 0 d N/2 β c)
sin2 (ω 0 d /2 β c)

4. Basic results
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(10)

(11)

Let's address to primary aim of the present consideration. By ratio (8),
screening eect is described by the factor |E ω 0 |2 . Features of this eect for
single atom are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig.3 where quantities

FC =

2
ρ2max

ρZmax

|E ω 0 |2 ρ d ρ

(12),

ρmin

are submitted. These quantities are describing BR intensities averaged on
various impact parameters of radiated electrons at various values of universal energy ~ ω 0 for light and heavy atoms. Here the values ρmin and ρmax
have the order of Compton, s lengths and half of internuclear distance in substance, accordingly.It is necessary to note essential BR suppression, specially
at small photon energies and for atoms of heavy elements. Nevertheless in
area of photon energies about one keV, interesting for structural researches,
BR suppression is not absolute as it is expected. It is connected to that
obvious fact that electron screening appears appreciably lowered close to a
nucleus.
The said proves to be true, in particular, by a convergence of BR intensities at higher photon energies for various values of α.
Hence, the expectations connected with BR using for of substance structure diagnostics are quite justied, rst of all for denition of length of structure ordering.
Note that it is necessary to underline here that, in opposition to traditional x-ray analysis, we say about "direct" radiating research when the
target is a radiator and studying object at the same time [7]. Despite of
essential suppression of BR signal , coherent amplication in ordering substance allows sharply to increase the signal amplitude and level of diagnostics
reliability.
As an example, in Fig. 4 the characteristic peak structure of BR signal,
arising at ight of relativistic electron (with γ >> 1) along a crystal chain
of N atoms located with linear periodicity d, is submitted.
Here on vertical axis the reduced quantity F P = F C · GN /N 2 ( for light
elements; for heavy ones the height of peaks is suppressed approximately
in one and a half time). Following relations (10) and (11), peak locations
correspond to consecutive changes of a phase of BR signal at 2π .
Thus generalizing this fact, it is possible to conclude that supervision of
spectral features of it BR (position of peaks and their sizes) allows to dene
structural parameters of a crystal lattice and electron distribution .
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Figure 2: Screening inuence on BR intensity of relativistic electron on single
atom (light element) at various photon energies with universal frequency ω 0 ;
vertical axis - factor FC (in arb. un.) with radius of averaging ρmax =
0.18nm ; continuous curve -α = 0 (" a naked nucleus "); dotted line α = 80 nm− 1; dot-dash line - their relation.
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Figure 3: Screening inuence on BR intensity of relativistic electron on single
atom (heavy element) at various photon energies with universal frequency
ω 0 ; vertical axis - factor FC (in arb. un.) with radius of averaging ρmax =
0.18nm ; continuous curve -α = 0 (" a naked nucleus "); dotted line α = 150 nm− 1 ; dot-dash line - their relation.
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Figure 4: Peaks structure of BR by relativistic electron on atom chain at
dierent photon energies; chain period d = 0.36 nm.
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